[image: alt]Online workshops for Spanish language teachers
Free online workshops for Spanish teachers, organised by The Spanish Embassy Education Office (Consejería de Educación) in collaboration with Junta de Castilla y León.


[image: alt]Extended Online Gameplay. Spanish for Kids



[image: Speekee on rainbow background]¡Hola Speekee!
Announcing ¡Hola Speekee! Our free 10-week series of Spanish lessons for children at home. Available from Monday 20th April, 2020.


[image: Homeschool Spanish]How to Homeschool - a Top 10 list
Jenn Merckling says "Homeschooling is a lifestyle". Check out these inspiring top 10 blogs.


[image: Inspiration]You are a teacher. You are an inspiration



[image: Printables]Free Spanish Printables
Looking for Free Spanish Printables? There are hundreds available covering the Spanish for animals, clothes, days of the week, colors, directions, times, transportation and way more.


[image: Mother reading to children]Why start learning another language at an early age?
Research suggests that students who receive second language instruction are more creative and better at solving complex problems than those who do not.


[image: Children learning Spanish]Teach Baby Spanish!
It's never too early to introduce your child to a second language. How can you give your child the second language advantage?


[image: Speekee home school Spanish reviews banner]Homeschool Spanish Reviews
Looking for Homeschool Spanish Reviews? Enjoy this collection of reviews of Speekee's Homeschool Spanish programs by homeschoolers.


How to teach children Spanish. 6 Top Tips
Keep it simple, tight structure, repeat repeat repeat, worksheets, video, have fun!


[image: Classroom with children and teacher]KS2 Spanish
How does Speekee support KS2 language objectives?


[image: Frame capture]Spanish Months - Los Meses
Here's how to say the 12 months of the year in Spanish.


[image: alt]Primary Spanish: Feedback from primary teacher Annie
This conversation with Annie, who teaches primary Spanish in the UK, began with a question from me: What do your classes like about Speekee?


[image: Vicky Tessio]The voice of Speekee is now an international award winner
Congratulations Vicky Tessio!


[image: Cropped infographic facts about Spain]Guest post - 50 Interesting Facts about Spanish Culture



[image: Joe riding a Scrooser]Visiting Madrid with Teenagers
Skiing and scroosering in Madrid.


[image: Cathy Duffy]Cathy Duffy Reviews Speekee's Spanish Homeschool Programs
Read Cathy Duffy's thoughtful review of Speekee.


Language shapes how the brain perceives time - OBVIOUSLY!



[image: Elephant worksheet]How Spanish worksheets for kids consolidate what they have been learning on video
Never underestimate the power of copying when it comes to learning a new language.


[image: 6 animated Spanish films]6 Animated Spanish Movies for Kids
Is your child learning Spanish? Then consider one or more of these well-received animated movies in the Spanish language. I've added the synopsis of each in Spanish and English, as described on Amazon (one language is not a direct translation of the other).
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Speekee® Options
Speekee is for children learning Spanish.
Speekee® FastTrack
Speekee® Accelerate
Speekee® TV
Speekee® Play
Speekee® Scheme of Work
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